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Niehoff Awards Preferred Supplier Certificate to Uhing
As the first supplier to machine manufacturer Niehoff, Joachim Uhing KG, leading manufacturer
of rolling ring drives worldwide, was awarded the “Preferred Supplier” certificate in late January
2008. This award marks the apex of a successful business connection that for many years has
been characterised by compliance with the most diversified quality criteria and a high degree of
cooperation reliability.
Wolfgang Weber, commercial director of Uhing KG, received the award from the hands of Martin
Hannosy. “This award is to honour enterprises meeting our high demands on diversified criteria such as
product quality, service and delivery reliability”, says Hannosy who as Procurement Manager
represents Maschinenfabrik Niehoff. „It also expresses our warm thanks for particularly productive
cooperation to the enterprise that has been awarded this certificate.“
The constant proof that both enterprises have the same philosophy with regard to the award’s
underlying values was decisive for awarding Uhing KG. The long-lasting business connection between
both enterprises is characterised by an extremely reliable cooperation in which Uhing could always
convince with outstanding performance. “Uhing proved to be a competent partner you can rely on in
every respect”, adds Hannosy.
“The certificate Niehoff awarded us is a wonderful acknowledgement of services rendered,” rejoices
Wolfgang Weber, the managing head for Marketing and Sales of the Mielkendorf-based longestablished enterprise. “We also consider it an incentive for continued dedicated commitment. It goes
without saying that we will not rest on our laurels.”
Ever since its foundation more than 60 years ago, Uhing above all exhibits a strongly developed qualityawareness. The quality badge “made in Germany” applies to all process and products. True to the
motto “often copied but never reached“, Uhing continues developing innovative, unrivalled products. Of
major importance in this context is the global availability, ensured by a worldwide sales network. Uhing
customers in more than 45 countries thus have access to trained local agencies.
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